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Superspy middle schooler Ben Ripley is finally going to take SPYDER down, once and for all, in this latest addition to the
New York Times bestselling Spy School series. Stranded in Mexico after nearly capturing the leaders of SPYDER,
thirteen-year-old Ben Ripley desperately needs to take a shower. But even more so, he and his spy school friends need
to come up with a new plan to defeat their enemies, their only clue a key that opens…something. The Mission: Go rogue
from the CIA, join up with the British MI6 to locate the leader of SPYDER, the enigmatic Mr. E, and bring down the evil
organization once and for all. Only it won’t be easy. They’ll have to deal with rival evil splinter factions, devious doublecrosses and learning to drive on the opposite side of the road. But they have no other choice: this is their last and final
chance to crack the code on SPYDER.
No good deed goes unpunished when you're dealing with a malevolent alien intelligence. A space adventure from #1 Best Selling
author James David Victor Eliard and the crew of the Mercury Blade have temporarily escaped from Armcore and the notorious
crime lord, Trader Hogan. Needing protection and money, they are forced to take a job to bring down the alien intelligence that is
secretly threatening humanity's place in the galaxy. Can they get the help they need to bring down the superior alien intelligence
known as Alpha or will they be crushed by the might of the galactic military? Alpha Rises is the second book in the exciting Valyien
series. If you like fast paced space adventure, the rogue crew of the Mercury Blade will keep you entertained for hours. Download
Alpha Rises and get started on your next space adventure today! Always FREE on Kindle Unlimited
When her world is destroyed by seemingly unstoppable planet pirates and her family is slaughtered, former commando leader
Alicia DeVries turns pirate herself, steals a cutting-edge ship from the Empire, and launches a campaign to seek revenge on those
responsible, only to find that her fellow veterans are equally determined to stop her, in an expanded new version of the classic
novel Path of the Fury.
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